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What a difference a year makes!  Unlike the first quarter 
of 2020, U.S. stocks posted healthy gains since the start of 
the year, and there is optimism that the ongoing vaccina-
tion program along with fiscal and monetary stimulus will 
give the economy a shot in the arm.  Other countries are 
looking at the U.S. bull market with envy, and the American 
economy seems to have weathered its biggest challenge 
since at least 2008.

Just about every investment saw gains in the first quarter. 
The widely-quoted S&P 500 index of large company stocks 
has gained 6.17% so far this year. 

2021 First Quarter Investment Market Report

                         Quarter         YTD      1 Year       3 Years
 MSCI EAFE (NR)            3.48           3.48      44.57         6.02
 MSCI EM (NR)            2.29           2.29      58.39         6.48

Source: Morningstar Direct; See disclosures for imporant benchmark information

          Quarter       YTD        1 Year       3 Years
S&P 500 Index (TR)           6.17       6.17        56.35          16.78
Russell 2000 (TR)            12.70     12.70        94.85          14.76      
Wilshire U.S. REIT (TR)      8.81        8.81        34.74            9.04

Looking over the other investment categories, real estate, as 
measured by the Wilshire U.S. REIT index, posted an 8.81% 
gain during the year’s first quarter.  The S&P GSCI index, 
which measures commodities returns, gained 15.77% in the 
1st quarter. 

In the bond markets, the rates on longer-term securities 
jumped from historically low rates to simply low rates.  
Coupon rates on 10-year Treasury bonds rose to a 1.67% 
yield, while 3 month, 6 month and 12 month bonds are 
now sporting barely positive yields for the first time since 
this time last year.  

  

Source: Morningstar Direct; See disclosures for imporant benchmark information

                  Quarter     YTD       1 Year      3 Years
Barclays  US Aggregate Bond (TR)   -3.37     -3.37         0.71        4.65 

This is obviously a big change from this time last year, when 
stock markets in the U.S. and abroad were reeling from a 
historically rapid downturn.  Today, most analysts believe that 
the market is overvalued and many professional investors are 
cautious.  
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Source: Morningstar Direct; See disclosures for imporant benchmark information

But any move to get out of the markets when this 
overvaluation became evident would have meant 
missing huge gains in the markets, proving once 
again the folly of trying to time the market. 

Source: JP Morgan, Guide to the Markets 2Q2021

International investors saw far more modest gains.  The 
broad-based EAFE index of companies in developed  
foreign economies gained 3.48% in the first quarter.    
Emerging market stocks of less developed countries,  
as represented by the EAFE EM index, gained 2.29% in  
dollar terms in the first quarter. 



But any move to get out of the markets when this overvalu-
ation became evident would have meant missing huge gains 
in the markets, proving once again the folly of trying to time 
the market.  And we are looking at a multi-trillion dollar fiscal 
stimulus package which would inject additional life into the 
U.S. economy.

Better news: analysts have increased their earnings estimates 
for S&P 500 companies by 6.0%—which is a record—and 
unemployment rates have been trending lower since the 
start of the year.  

Finally, the progress of vaccination against COVID appears to 
be picking up, with some estimating that all adult Americans 
will be vaccinated in the next couple of months.  A return to 
normalcy could be viewed as another positive sign.

The only dark clouds on the horizon—and these are really 
gray, not black—is the rise in longer-term interest rates.  

Source: JP Morgan, Guide to the Markets 2Q2021

Source: JP Morgan, Guide to the Markets 2Q2021

The U.S. Federal Reserve Board continues to hold down 
short-term rates to essentially zero, which leads to two key 
outcomes.  First, we have a steepening yield curve, which is 
often an indicator of economic health.  Second, people who 
invest in longer term bonds are finally getting paid something 
for their trouble.  That is good for bond holders, but higher 
long-term interest rates also make bonds more competitive 
with stocks for investors’ dollars, which could trigger a shift in 
investment flows away from stocks which, in turn, could lead 
to lower stock prices.

All of this is a long-winded way of saying that it is impossible 
to predict whether the markets will continue the long bullish 
run or take a break.  It is not impossible that stocks will even-
tually return to more normal valuations but that could happen 
gradually, as companies boost their earnings while market re-
turns go back down to single digits.  The sudden, unpredicted 
appearance of the pandemic shows us how challenging it is to 
forecast short term returns. 
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Mark your calendars as Tax Day for individuals has been 
extended to May 17 to file and pay income taxes for the 2020 
tax year.  This extension does not apply to estimated  
payments that are still due April 15.

This quarter, The American Rescue Plan of 2021 was passed 
in Washington. Here are some relevant points to be aware of:
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• Many individuals (not all) will receive $1,400 stimulus checks.

• Unemployment benefits were extended — weekly federal benefits of $300 are extended through September 6, 2021. 

• There will be no RMD relief for 2021— distributions from retirement accounts must still be made for 2021. 

• The Child Tax credit has been increased and expanded for many, but will be phased out for those deemed to be high-earners.

The changes go on and on, surely keeping accountants, lawyers and financial advisors busy for a long time.  

Important Disclosure Information
Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results.  Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance 
that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product (including the investments and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken 
by Montis Financial, LLC (“Montis”), or any non-investment related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this commentary will be profitable, equal any corre-
sponding indicated historical performance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful.  Due to various factors, including changing market 
conditions and/or applicable laws, the content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion or information 
contained in this commentary serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice from Montis.  Please remember to contact Montis, in writing, 
if there are any changes in your personal/financial situation or investment objectives for the purpose of reviewing/evaluating/revising our previous recommendations and/or 
services, or if you would like to impose, add, or to modify any reasonable restrictions to our investment advisory services.  Montis is neither a law Firm, nor a certified public 
accounting Firm, and no portion of the commentary content should be construed as legal or accounting advice.  A copy of the Montis’ current written disclosure Brochure 
discussing our advisory services and fees continues to remain available upon request.

S&P 500, Russell 2000, Wilshire U.S. REIT, and Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond indexes are reported using Total Return.  Total Return assumes the reinvestment of dividends/
interest.  MSCI EAFE and MSCI EM benchmark performance is reported using Net Total Return.  Net total return indexes reinvest dividends after the deduction of withholding 
taxes, using (for international indexes) a tax rate applicable to non-resident institutional investors who do not benefit from double taxation treaties.

Historical performance results for investment indexes, benchmarks, and/or categories have been provided for general informational/comparison purposes only, and generally 
do not reflect the deduction of transaction and/or custodial charges, the deduction of an investment management fee, nor the impact of taxes, the incurrence of which would 
have the effect of decreasing historical performance results.  It should not be assumed that your Montis account holdings correspond directly to any comparative indices or 
categories. Please Also Note: (1) performance results do not reflect the impact of taxes; (2) comparative benchmarks/indices may be more or less volatile than your Montis 
accounts; and, (3) a description of each comparative benchmark/index is available upon request.


